


Print Ready Artwork File Requirements
Print Ready artwork must be submitted in 

electronic form and meet the specifications 
outlined here in our art file guidelines. 

Spot Color Files
For  artwork to be considered Print Ready 

when it is submitted to us, it must be either 
Vector Artwork (Adobe Illustrator or Corel) 
or a 300dpi Raster format file at the final print 
size/s desired. Raster based files should be no 
more than 1 color and artwork should be in black, 
with ink color specified for Print Ready Processing.

If any changes are needed to make your file 
Print Ready we will notify you, in advance, of 
the time it would take to make those changes 
and we will require your approval for those 
charges. Our minimum charge is $40.00 for 
creating print ready files.

Four Color Process Files
Four color process art cannot be considered for 

Print Ready pricing or scheduling. 
Four color process files must be submitted 

at the largest final print size, at 300 dpi or 
higher resolution. 

Four color process files must be color 
corrected and be placed into the proper 
color space by one of our in-house color 
separators to insure printability and high 
quality reproduction. Time needed to do this 
can be quoted once the file is submitted for 
evaluation.
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Acceptable File Formats
Vector Art - Adobe Illustrator up to version 

CS5 • Corel Draw up to version X5 • Adobe 
PDF if Vector formatting is retained.

Raster/Pixel Art - Adobe Photoshop up to 
version CS5 • Layered .PSD files preferred 
• we also accept JPEG, TIFF, EPS, PNG and 
Adobe PDF files.

All formats listed MUST be submitted at 
Final Print Size and at 300 dpi (or higher) 
resolution, unless they are to used only as a 
visual reference for artwork recreation.

Please include any support files used to 
create the final version of your artwork, 
including fonts (if they have not been 
converted to outlines), illustrations, EPS files, 
TIFF files, etc.

Unacceptable File Formats
MS Publisher • Pagemaker • Word 

Perfect • DocX • WPS • Text files created in 
Word also cannot be accepted. This is not a 
comprehensive list, rather a list of the most 
common unacceptable file formats.

Files that can be viewed, but cannot be used 
as Print Ready:

Low resolution JPEGs • GIF • WMF • 
Quark Xpress • Indesign • Images placed 
into Word documents. 

If your file does not fall into any of the 
ACCEPTABLE FORMATS  it probably cannot 
be used as Print Ready, but you may request a 
free evaluation.

Submitting Print Ready Art Work
Print Ready means we don’t need to do anything to the file to prepare it for output and printing.



Transport Media Accepted
• DVDs 
• CDs 
• Media Drives (Flash Drives, etc) 
• Clean Printed Hard Copy 

Electronic File Transfers
Files under 20 MB may be e-mailed, files 

over 20 MB may be uploaded to us from our 
website, please visit www.dowlinggraphics.
com and go the the custom page for our 
sign up information, or call for uploading 
instructions.

Fonts
All live text/fonts must be converted to 

vector (called Curves in CorelDraw) before 
sending file. 

Using text at sizes smaller than 12 point 
Helvetica (THIS SIZE) for dark ink prints may 
result in text not being legible when printed 
and pressed. 

If text is to be printed in white or light 
colored inks we strongly recommend using 
text at or above the same size as 14 point 
Helvetica (THIS SIZE). 

There are a number of fonts that are 
not printable, even when used at the 
recommended size. Avoid using fonts that 
have small thin lines, varying line weights, 
thin serifs and very fat letters with small 
openings inside the letter shapes. Fonts with 
a lot of ornamentation should only be used at 
much larger sizes.

Spot Color Ink
Please see our Custom Ink Color Chart at 

the back of this section for the most popular 
spot color inks. Each color is identified by 
name and it’s approximate Pantone (PMS) 
matching number. Once you have selected 

your color(s) please indicate each color choice 
using the ink name from our Custom Ink 
Color Chart.

If you require a color that is not available 
on our chart, we recommend you select 
your desired colors from a current Pantone 
Formula Guide - Solid Coated version. Once 
you have selected your color(s) please indicate 
each color choice using the Pantone number 
found on the Pantone Formula Guide - Solid 
Coated version.

PMS Color Matching  
(Custom Ink Mixing)

If you require a PMS color match you must 
provide a Pantone Coated (PMS) number 
to match the ink to. In-house PMS color 
matching is $30.00 per color (initial order) 
$15.00 per color (reorders). We will match 
your PMS selections as close as possible. 
Exact PMS color matching must be done by 
our ink manufacturer, cost is $75 per match. 

Spot White Ink
All areas of the art that are to be printed 

with white ink, must be shown in the 
artwork by using a False White/Spot White 
that looks different from the white artboard 
background. You can either create a new color 
naming it “Spot White” and make it some 
visible color that is not used elsewhere in the 
design (e.g. a pale blue, pink or green color) 
or you can pick an existing color swatch 
already in your palette. Color the white 
areas with your chosen Spot White color, 
and make a note to us in the file stating that 
this color should be printed with White Ink 
(for example, “Please print all areas colored 
orange in white ink”).
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Spot Color Line Weight 
Specifications

Line weight refers to the thickness of a 
line or stroke (basically any area of ink) 
and the open space is the area between 
2 lines or any other areas of ink open to 
allow garment color to show through 
between ink areas.

For Inks to be used on White or 
Light Colored Garments

All lines, strokes and open areas 
between lines that allows the shirt to 
show through must be a minimum 
of 2 points (.027”) in visible width.             
See example Fig. 1

For Inks to be used on Black or Dark Colored Garments
All lines, strokes and open areas between the lines that allows the shirt to show through 

must be a minimum of 3 points (.041”) in visible width. See example Fig. 2

Examples of Line Weights

Many transfer inks are not opaque enough 
to completely block garment dye migration 
or “bleeding”. Our Color Chart identifies the 
colors that may require underbasing. Many 
Pantone PMS color matches may also require 
the use of an underbase white to achieve a 
more acceptable level of color brilliance and 
opacity. Underbasing most colors with white 
ink gives the top color more brilliance and 
opacity, but not to the same degree as ink 

colors that have been direct screen printed 
on top of a flash cured white underbase. 
Each underbase white plate is unique to 
itself, a variety of technical factors must be 
considered before creating an underbase 
plate, therefore we can not accept customer 
provided underbase files as “Print Ready” 
files. Art charge to create underbase white 
plates is $20.00 per design.

Fig. 1

2 points strokes with 2 point
spaces between each line

CORRECT

1 point strokes with 1 point
spaces between each line

NOT CORRECT

Fig. 2

3 points strokes with 3 point
spaces between each line

CORRECT

1.5 points strokes with 1.5 point
spaces between each line

NOT CORRECT

.5pt 1pt 1.5pt 2pt 2.5pt 3pt 3.5pt 4pt 4.5pt 5pt 5.5pt 6pt 8pt 12pt

Underbasing Colors



Halftone Dots
If you are using Gradients or Fades in your 

spot color artwork remember that the areas 
of tone are printed at 35 LPI (lines per inch) 
which makes large halftone dots, with a tonal 
range of 10%-50%. 35 LPI is the finest line 
screen we can print with consistent results.   
See example Fig. 3

Shades or tones of a spot color above 50% or 
below 10% can be problematic when printing 
or during the application/pressing.

See example Fig. 4

You cannot place 100% of one ink color over 
the top of another color to produce a third 
color. The second plate MUST be a halftone. 
You can place a shade or tone of a color over 
another color, so the halftone dots of the 
second color gives you the illusion that you 
are seeing a third color. See example Fig. 5

Art Charges for Files That Are Not Print 
Ready

Spot Color Files:
Scans of customer supplied hard copy
   • $20.00 per scan of customer supplied  
1 color hard copy art.
   • Full color scan pricing will be based on 
complexity and condition of hard copy  
provided.

$20.00 per 1/2 hour for the following services

• Clean up of supplied art.
• Layout of art on sheet sizes 1, 2, 3 or 

change to an existing layout on file.

$40.00 per hour - 1 hour minimum charge for 
the following services

• Creating new computer generated art files 
for text or simple graphic designs.

• Layout of art on size 4 sheets.

$50.00 per hour - 1 hour minimum charge for 
the following

• Original custom art concept, creation or  
re-creation of complex creative artwork

4 Color Process (CMYK) Designs  
(Photo-Realistic or Fine Arts sort of 
images):

$175 Color Correction for designs to be 
used on white or light colored garments per 
design.

Multiple Images - 3-5 designs $145.00 per 
design/6 or more designs $115.00 per design.

$200 Color Correction for designs to used 
on dark garments:

Multiple Images - 3-5 designs $165.00 per 
design- 6 or more $135.00 per design.

If your tones or gradients look like this in your art.

They will look like this as 35 Line Screen Halftone Dots.

Fig. 3

Fig.4

If your tones or gradients look like this in your art.
40% halftone    10% halftone     70% halftone     gradient / fade

This may be your printed result due to ink gain/loss thru screen mesh

Fig.5

100% white over
100% black will NOT
produce gray

40% white halftone dots
over 100% black will
produce the Illusion of
seeing a gray.
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Common Design Sizes and Layouts for Transfer Sheets 
Sheet Sizes 1, 2, 3, and 4                                                                          

Size #1 (10” x 11.5” Live Image Area)
Illustration not to scale. 

Layout shown here - 9 (3.5”x 3”) Left Chest Size designs  
with space for scissor cutting.  
Additional layout Options include:  
1 Adult (10” x 11.5”) • 1 Youth (8” x 10”) and  
3 Pockets (3” x 3”) • 6 Hats (2.5” x 4.5”) • 9 Left Chests  
(3.5” x 3”) • 12 Visors (1.5” x 4.5”)   

Film & Screen Charges
Film: $15.00 per color on sheet sizes 1, 2 and 

3 - $25.00 per color on sheet size 4.
Screens: $20.00 per color on sheet sizes 1, 2 

and 3 - Free on sheet size 4.

Color Change Within A Run
Sizes 1, 2, and 3: $15 per color change.
Size 4: $25 per color change.

Custom Transfer Turn Around Time
Sizes 1, 2 and 3:
Print Ready Art - If received  

by 12:00 pm Eastern US Time -  
2 Business Day Turnaround.

Art that needs cleanup or a backing  
plate creation - allow 3 to 4 Business Days.

Creation of New Art - up to 8 Business 
Days total - up to 5 working days for artwork 
creation and proofing, then up to 3 working 
days in production after final approval is 
received.

Sheet Size 4 - 23.5”x36”:
Call for current turnaround time.

Sheet Cutting Guidelines
Regardless of a design’s shape, all designs 

need to be laid out on the sheet in a 
rectangular or square image areas to allow 
for straight cuts. 

For the #4 sheet (23.5” x 36”) there must be 
at least one .75” wide cut space all the way 
across the 23.5” (short side) of the sheet for 
the first cut, and must be at least 10” in from 
the edge of the sheet. All other cut spaces can 
be .50” wide. No Diagonal cuts are possible.

Sheet Cutting Charges
Sheet sizes 1, 2, & 3: Minimum cutting 

charge is $15.00, minimum cut space between 
each design is .50”. Straight cuts only.

Sheet Size #4 (23.5” x 36”) The first 8 
cuts are free, after 8 cuts there is a $20.00 
(minimum) cutting charge for layouts that 
require more than 8 cuts.
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Size #2 (10” x 17” Live Image Area)
Illustration not to scale.  

Layout shown here - 1 Adult (10” x 13”) & 3 (3.5” x 3”) 
Left Chest Designs with space for scissor cutting.

Additional Layout Options include: 
• 1 Adult design (10” x up to 17” - keep in mind sizes 
of garment and heat press sizes)  
• 2 Youth Designs (8.25” x 10”) • 9 Hats (2.5” x 4.5”)  
• 12 Pockets (3” x 3”) • 15 Visors (1.5” x 4.5”)

Size #3 (13” x 23” Live Image Area)
Illustration not to scale. 

Layout shown here - 2 Adult (10” x 13”) 
& 3 (3.5” x 2”) rectangular Left Chest size 
designs with space for scissor cutting.

Additional Layout Options Include: 
• 1 Adult (up to 13” x 15” - keep in mind 
sizes of garment and heat press sizes) &  
6 pockets (3” x 3”) • 2 Adults (11 x13”)  
• 2 Youths (8.25” x 10”) and 3 Left Chest 
(3.5” x 3.5”) • 15 Left Chest (3.5” x 4”)

Size #4 (23.5” x 36” Live Image Area)
Illustration not to scale.  

Layout Shown Here - 5 
Adults (11.5” x 11.5”) & 6 Left 
Chests (3.5” x 4”)

Additional layout options 
include: 
• 4 Adults  
(up to 11.5” x 17.5” - keep in 
mind sizes of garment and 
heat press sizes) 
• 6 Adults (11.5” x11.5”) 
• 8 Youth (11.5” x 8.5”) 
• 10 Images (11.5” x 8.5”) 
• 12 Images (7.5” x 8.5”) 
• 15 Images (7.5” x 6.6”) 
• 54 Pockets (3” x 3.75”) 7



Dowling Graphics Custom Heat Transfer Ink Color Chart
These color swatches offer a general representation of our Custom Transfer Ink Colors.
The Pantone PMS number listed under each color provides better color accuracy and will 

match our ink colors closer than these offset printed color swatches, but may still not provide 
and exact color match. Ink colors not listed on this chart can be mixed for $30.00 per color, we 
will need you to provide a Pantone Solid Coated PMS number to match the ink to.

If you do not own a Pantone Solid Color Formula Guide, we recommend you purchase one.
Color names with an * next to them indicate that these colors need to be underbased to 

be opaque when used on dark garments. We do not recommend using flourescent inks on dark 
garments.

Your artwork and/or your garment choice may hinder the transfers ability to retain opacity.
IF YOU REQUIRE OPAQUE TRANSFERS FOR DARK OR BLACK GARMENTS 

PLEASE ADVISE YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE WHEN YOU PLACE YOUR ORDER.

The swatches on this chart are offer a general representation of our stock transfer ink colors. 
Actual ink colors can differ from the swatches due to your computer display. The Pantone 
Formulas listed under each color will provide better color accuracy and more closely match our 
ink colors, but may still not provide an exact color match. Colors notated with an † indicate 
these colors need to be backed with white to be opaque on dark colored garments.

Custom colors not found on this chart can be mixed for $30.00 per color. You must supply a 
Pantone reference number when ordering a custom mixed color.

Stock Color
Chart

LIGHT GOLD*
PMS 1235C

LEMON YELLOW*
PMS 107C

 151 ORANGE* 

PMS 151C
FLORIDA ORANGE*

PMS 165C
DOLPHIN ORANGE*

PMS 1655C
WARM RED*

PMS WARM RED C
SUPER RED
PMS 186C

NATIONAL RED
PMS 193C

SCARLET*
PMS 200C

MAROON
PMS 505C

CRIMSON
PMS 194C

FUSCHIA
PMS 228C

NEW MAGENTA
PMS 216C

PINK 232*
PMS 232C

PANTHER PINK*
NO PMS MATCH

PINK 230*
PMS 230C

LAVENDER*
PMS 530C

2592 PURPLE*
PMS 2592C

MOD PURPLE
PMS 269C

PURPLE
PMS 2685C

NAVY BLUE
PMS 289C

FLAG BLUE
PMS 288C

REFLEX BLUE*
PMS REFLEX BLUE

ROYAL BLUE
PMS 286C

LIGHT ROYAL*
PMS 285C

MARINE BLUE*
PMS 7455C

AQUA*
PMS 637C

WINTER BLUE
PMS 2925C

BRIGHT BLUE
PMS 299C

LIGHT MARINE BLUE*
PMS 283C

LIGHT BLUE*
PMS 2975C

TURQUOISE*
PMS 320C

TEAL
PMS 3282C

LIME GREEN*
PMS 375C

SPRING GREEN*
PMS 354C

DALLAS GREEN
PMS 348C

KELLY GREEN
PMS 3435C

HOLIDAY GREEN*
PMS 356C

FOREST GREEN
PMS 5605C

WHITE RUSSELL GREY
PMS COOL GREY 4C

DARK GREY
PMS COOL GREY 8C

CHARCOAL GREY
PMS COOL GREY 11C

BLACK CREAM
PMS 7499C

REBEL FLESH
PMS 155C

LIGHT TAN
PMS 728C

FLESH
PMS 474C

KHAKI
NO PMS MATCH

OLD GOLD
PMS 4505C

SPICE BROWN
PMS 7504C

731 BROWN
PMS 731C

160 BROWN
PMS 160C

MEDIUM BROWN
PMS 7525C

FLOURESCENT*
YELLOW

NO PMS MATCH

469 BROWN
PMS 469C

FLOURESCENT*
RED

NO PMS MATCH

FLOURESCENT*
MAGENTA

NO PMS MATCH

FLOURESCENT*
BLUE

NO PMS MATCH

FLOURESCENT*
ORANGE

NO PMS MATCH

FLOURESCENT*
GREEN

NO PMS MATCH

METALLIC GOLD
NO PMS MATCH

METALLIC SILVER
NO PMS MATCH8



4 Color Process printing is the way that 
photo realistic images are printed using 
only tiny dots of 4 ink colors. These colors 
are Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black 

(CMYK) and when used in combination 
with each other they trick your eyes into seeing the image as 
having a life like full color appearance. Most brochures and 
posters are printed using this method. It can produce very fine 
details with subtle shading and life like images.

Spot color printing is often more cost effective than 4 color 
process printing due to lower minimum order requirements for 
the printing process.

Spot color printing is where you have premixed ink in specific colors 
instead of creating the appearance of different 
colors by blending CMYK dots together in 
various combinations. Spot color inks are 
usually mixed from actual colored pigments 
to meet a specific color appearance. Most spot 
colors are standardized using PMS (Pantone Matching System) 
numbers for specifying what your ink color should look like. Pantone 
assigns a number to each of over a thousand different colors so that 
commercial printers can easily print a design in your color of choice. 

By using a Pantone Guide both you and the printer will each be looking at the same color 
even if you are in different locations. 

So if you want to print Pink 232, for instance, the pink color you see 
in your Pantone guide for that number and the ink the printer uses to 
print with will be the same color pink.

Spot color printing is usually best for printing projects where you 
only see a few specific colors in the image, and where there is not a 
lot of very fine detail or subtle color shading.  Designs with no or very 

little shading along with simplified 
non-life like images are best for 
producing using spot colors.  

What Is The Difference Between Spot Color 
and 4 Color Process When Printing Transfers?

C  M  Y  K

Example of Spot Colors in Pantone Book

Example of Spot Colors from a printer

Example of a 5 color design 
Brown, Tan, Turquoise, 

Purple and Pink

Example of a Four Color Process Image

The swatches on this chart are offer a general representation of our stock transfer ink colors. 
Actual ink colors can differ from the swatches due to your computer display. The Pantone 
Formulas listed under each color will provide better color accuracy and more closely match our 
ink colors, but may still not provide an exact color match. Colors notated with an † indicate 
these colors need to be backed with white to be opaque on dark colored garments.

Custom colors not found on this chart can be mixed for $30.00 per color. You must supply a 
Pantone reference number when ordering a custom mixed color.

Stock Color
Chart

LIGHT GOLD*
PMS 1235C

LEMON YELLOW*
PMS 107C

 151 ORANGE* 

PMS 151C
FLORIDA ORANGE*

PMS 165C
DOLPHIN ORANGE*

PMS 1655C
WARM RED*

PMS WARM RED C
SUPER RED
PMS 186C

NATIONAL RED
PMS 193C

SCARLET*
PMS 200C

MAROON
PMS 505C

CRIMSON
PMS 194C

FUSCHIA
PMS 228C

NEW MAGENTA
PMS 216C

PINK 232*
PMS 232C

PANTHER PINK*
NO PMS MATCH

PINK 230*
PMS 230C

LAVENDER*
PMS 530C

2592 PURPLE*
PMS 2592C

MOD PURPLE
PMS 269C

PURPLE
PMS 2685C

NAVY BLUE
PMS 289C

FLAG BLUE
PMS 288C

REFLEX BLUE*
PMS REFLEX BLUE

ROYAL BLUE
PMS 286C

LIGHT ROYAL*
PMS 285C

MARINE BLUE*
PMS 7455C

AQUA*
PMS 637C

WINTER BLUE
PMS 2925C

BRIGHT BLUE
PMS 299C

LIGHT MARINE BLUE*
PMS 283C

LIGHT BLUE*
PMS 2975C

TURQUOISE*
PMS 320C

TEAL
PMS 3282C

LIME GREEN*
PMS 375C

SPRING GREEN*
PMS 354C

DALLAS GREEN
PMS 348C

KELLY GREEN
PMS 3435C

HOLIDAY GREEN*
PMS 356C

FOREST GREEN
PMS 5605C

WHITE RUSSELL GREY
PMS COOL GREY 4C

DARK GREY
PMS COOL GREY 8C

CHARCOAL GREY
PMS COOL GREY 11C

BLACK CREAM
PMS 7499C

REBEL FLESH
PMS 155C

LIGHT TAN
PMS 728C

FLESH
PMS 474C

KHAKI
NO PMS MATCH

OLD GOLD
PMS 4505C

SPICE BROWN
PMS 7504C

731 BROWN
PMS 731C

160 BROWN
PMS 160C

MEDIUM BROWN
PMS 7525C

FLOURESCENT*
YELLOW

NO PMS MATCH

469 BROWN
PMS 469C

FLOURESCENT*
RED

NO PMS MATCH

FLOURESCENT*
MAGENTA

NO PMS MATCH

FLOURESCENT*
BLUE

NO PMS MATCH

FLOURESCENT*
ORANGE

NO PMS MATCH

FLOURESCENT*
GREEN

NO PMS MATCH

METALLIC GOLD
NO PMS MATCH

METALLIC SILVER
NO PMS MATCH

Example of 4 Color 
Process Halftone Dots 
enlarged to show detail
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Solving Problems With Heat Transfers
Basic Troubleshooting

PROBLEM
Transfer ink is going 

through the back of the 
garment

Opaque Transfers 
not opaque on 50/50 

garments

Transfer does not 
adhere to garment.

Opaque transfers not 
opaque on 100% cotton 

garments.

REASON
Too much pressure on your 

heat press.

 Temperature is too high or 
pressing time is too long.

1. Not enough time pressing.

2. Not enough pressure.

3. Temperature is too low.

4. Cold spots on platen.

5. Warped or dirty heating 
platen.

6. Defective or worn bottom 
pad.

Too much heat, time or 
pressure.

SOLUTION

Check heat press pressure 
and adjust as needed, or 

place Teflon sheet inside of 
shirt.

Reduce temperature and/or 
reduce application time.

1. Increase pressing time.

2. Increase pressure as 
needed.

3. Increase temperature.

4. Check temperature by 
using temperature dots.
5. Check with a steel ruler 

or level. Clean platen with a 
non-abrasive cleaner.

6. Replace pad.

Check pressure and 
pressing time and make 
necessary adjustments.

Dowling Graphics, Inc.
800-749-6933

Local 727-573-5997  Fax 727-572-9714
www.dowlinggraphics.com10



Hot Peel Transfers
Hot Peel Transfers are semi-opaque. They 

look and print best on white, light and 
medium colored 100% Cotton or Cotton 
Blends.

Opaque Hot Peel Transfers
Opaque hot peel transfers require an 

underbase white to achieve maximum 
quality. They look and print best on 100% 
Cotton.

General Pressing Instructions

There Are Guidelines But No Set Rules 
When Applying Heat Transfers

Application temperature, pressing time and 
pressure will vary with the type of transfer, 
the type of press, press condition, source of 
air pressure, your shop conditions and the 
heat transfer manufacturer. 

Hot Peel Spot Color Transfers
Set/Check temperature setting is corrrect 

preheat transfer machine.
Correct temperature setting is 375° F or 

190.5° C.
Set pressure - HEAVY PRESSURE required
Air machines - 50-60 PSI
Manual Machines - set pressure so you can 

feel resistance when you close the heating 
platen. Place heat transfer printed side down 
onto garment. Lock heated pressing platen 
into printing position.

PRESSING TIME - wait 8 - 10 seconds
Release the heated platen and peel the 

transfer paper, HOT, while the garment is still 
on the heat transfer press.

*For additional opacity allow transfer to 
cool for 5 seconds before peeling. 

Test Before You Press
No two presses are alike. We recommend 

you order extra transfers and test your 
machine, before you begin pressing your 
order.

If you press a shirt and the transfer does not 
print properly, STOP and adjust your press. 
Test your press with the same (busted) shirt 
until the problem is resolved. Don’t waste 
new shirts for testing!

Check Your Temperature
The temperature of the heat platen will 

fluctuate once you begin pressing. It is 
important that you monitor and compensate 
when temperature change occur. The most 
accurate and precise way to determine platen 
temperature is with a Digital Pyrometer & 
Surface Probe. Paper Temperature Test Strips 
can also be used. They are inexpensive, 
however they are a less precise way to 
determine temperature.

*DO NOT USE AN IR (INFRARED) NON 
CONTACT LASER GUN - Thermometers do 
not get accurate readings from aluminum 
platens.

Check Your Pressure
An easy way for checking the pressure on 

a manual transfer press is by placing a dollar 
bill on the front and side edges of the lower 
platen. Allow each bill to hang halfway over 
the edge. Lower and lock the upper heat 
platen onto the lower platen and try pulling 
the bills out. If the bills pull out, tighten the 
pressure adjustment knob and repeat the 
process until the bills do not pull out. When 
the bills no longer pull out, check your heat 
and print a shirt.
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Dowling Graphics Four Color Process Tag Run

What Is A Custom Tag Run?
A Tag Run is a printing method in which multiple four color process designs are placed 

on a common printing sheet in an effort to provide our customers with affordable, low 
minimum, high quality custom screen printed four color process transfers.

Custom Tag Run Advantages
• Tag Runs are very economical, several different customer’s jobs can share the same print 

sheet.
• You only pay for the print space required for your job, not the entire sheet.
• High Quality, will not crack or fade. When applied properly, our screen printed four color 

process transfers will outlast the garments they are printed on.
• Cost effective, low 300 piece minimum, affordable setup charges.
• Great selling tool. The ability to offer your customers garments that have been decorated 

with high quality four color process heat transfers will impact your sales dramatically.

Custom Tag Run Pricing
Transfers for White/Light shirt colors
300 pieces 11.5” x 11.5” $1.00 each
300 pieces 11.5” x 14.5” $1.50 each
Left Chest transfers 3” x 3.5” available with order only $0.25 each
Transfers for Black/Dark shirt colors
300 pieces 11.5” x 11.5” $1.50 each
300 pieces 11.5” x 14.5” $2.00 each
Left Chest transfers 3” x 3.5” available with order only $0.50 each
Prices do not include art, color corrections/separations, film or multiple cuts within the 

print area. Quantities over 300 pieces are printed in 50 piece increments only. Other transfer 
sizes also available.

For more information or to place an order please contact your Sales Representative.
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Express 2nd Day Turnaround Service
Send us your Print Ready art file along with your order information by Noon 

EST, and your job will be printed and shipped out to you within 48 hours 
To ensure your order qualifies for the Express 2nd Day Turnaround Service, 

 please include the following with your job:
• Size of transfer sheet you want to print on, 10” x 11.5” or 10” x 17” or 13” x 23”
• Total number of sheets you need to have printed
• Total number of ink colors in artwork, also specify if they are our stock colors 

 or if you want custom mixed PMS colors.
• Please specify if the artwork is to go on light colored garments only, or if they 

are for use on all colors of garments, as this will determine if you will require an 
underbase created to keep your ink colors bright.

• Please make sure your artwork is Vector Art at the size that you want it to 
be printed at, and is already laid out on one of our 3 available sheet sizes, listed 
above, please make sure all live text has been coverted to vector also.

• 1 color raster files will be accepted if they are clean 300 DPI at print size, and 
already laid out on sheet, please make sure that artwork is black in file and then 
just specify ink color you want it to print.

* Currently multicolor raster images are not accepted for our Express 2nd Day 
Turnaround Service.

* If sending Corel Files you must include either a jpg or PDF file as well, showing your 
artwork to ensure nothing is lost in translation when being converted to our workflow 
format.
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Order Acceptance
We reserve the right to accept or reject any 

job. Pricing and delivery quoted are subject 
to receipt, clarification and, or the approval of 
final artwork and specifications.

Infringement
When custom orders are printed with 

supplied art to the customer’s specifications, 
the customer shall hold Dowling Graphics, 
Inc. harmless from liability for copyright, 
trademark, or patent infringement, property 
rights violations, claims of libel, scandal 
or obscenity, invasion of privacy or other 
personal rights violations.

Print Ready Files
Customer supplied Print Ready Files will 

be entered into production “As Is”. If you 
choose to supply Print Ready Artwork, it will 
be assumed that the files were sent proofed, 
approved and are Print Ready. Dowling 
Graphics is not responsible for errors that 
may occur form the use of customer supplied 
Print Ready artwork files.

Product Overage and Shortage
Occasionally you may receive an 

overage or shortage on your order. Due to 
manufacturing process and our rigid quality 
standards there will be overruns and  
occasional short runs. The industry standard  

 
 
is +/- 10%. Dowling Graphics does its best 
to minimize such occurrences, but we do 
however reserve the right to ship and bill 
or credit your account for up to 10% over or 
under the desired quantity.

Our Guarantee
Dowling Graphics guarantees the 

workmanship and quality of our custom 
screenprinted transfers for 4 months. We will 
issue a credit for the cost of the transfers that 
are returned to us for quality related issues, 
within 4 months of the original purchase.

You must receive a Return Authorization 
Approval from your Sales Representative 
prior to returning any transfers. Transfers 
that are returned will be tested in our 
Quality Control Department before a credit is 
issued.

Dowling Graphics’ liability to our 
customers is limited to defective transfers 
that were purchased from us. Dowling is not 
liable for goods ruined during the application 
or laundering process.

Claims
Claims for shortages, damaged or incorrect 

custom transfers must be made within 5 days 
of receipt of order. UPS requires that you 
maintain the original packaging in order to 
file a claim.

Thank you for choosing Dowling Graphics!
America’s Best Stock & Custom Transfer Manufacturer

Dowling Graphics 
Custom Heat Transfer Information
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Ordering Information
Minimum order of $50.00 is required on stock orders 

Our handling charge is $3.50 per package plus shipping. 

UPS COD charge is $12.00 per package. 

Terms: COD - Money Order - Certified Check 

We accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover & Debit Cards. 

To avoid COD charges you must pre-pay or have a credit card on file. 

Company Check or Net Terms are available on approval of credit application. 
Please allow 2 weeks for approval. 

Unless other arrangements are made, your order will be shipped UPS, FOB 
Clearwater, Florida. 

If your refuse or miss delivery of your order, freight charges will be added to your 
next order. If the package was COD, certified check or money order, you will be 

required to pre-pay additional orders. 

Claims for shortages, damaged or incorrect merchandise must be made within 
5 days of receipt of order. UPS is now requesting you maintain the original 

packaging in order to file a claim.

Our Custom Transfer Department’s hours are 8:30 am to 5:00 pm Eastern (US) 
time, Monday-Friday.

Toll Free 800-749-6933  Local 727-573-5997  Fax 727-572-9714 
12920 Automobile Blvd., Clearwater, FL 33762 

www.dowlinggraphics.com
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